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Optimal Satisfactory Control: 
Formulation and Analysis by Lagrangian Technique 

(Received October 15， 1970) 

Kiyotaka SHIMIZU* 

Abstract 

The optimal satisfactory control of systems subject to external disturance 

inputs is studied. The systems represented are essentially deterministic non-

linear， continuous-type processes which are normally operating in the steady-

state. The objective is on-line static optimization according to an economic 

performance criterion. 

The optimal satisfactory control is formulated by combining concept of 

satisfactory control and concept of optimal control. In order to obtain the 

optimal satisfactory control， several theories and techniques of decision making 

under uncertainties are developed to obtain necessary conditions for maximizing 

system performance. The Lagrange multiplier techniques for game solving 

under inequality constraints are derived to solve the formulated optimal satis-

factory control. 

1. Introduction 

An objective is the control of industrial processes， subject to external disturbances， 

to an optimal performance based on an economic criterion. An essential characteristic 

of the control engineering problem is the presence of uncertainty (disturbances) 

regarding the future operation of the control system. While many theories have 

been developed for the optimization of deterministic systems， the optimal control of 

processes subject to disturbances has been studied relatively little. 

The control decision problem under disturbances is attacked using the concept of 

satisfactory control [1，2]. Specifically， an optimal satisfactory approach is formulated. 

The satisfactory control was proposed by Mesarovic et a1. as one approach to 

decision making under uncertainty. In this approach， the control is determined not 

necessari1y to maximize performance but to ensure that it always exceeds a specified 

minimum for all possible disturbances in a given disturbance set (satisfaction con-

dition). 

In the satisfaction approach， the problem is treated as follows. We know the 
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present value of the disturbances and the range of values the disturbances may take 

on over the future time interval of concern. It is required to choose a control value 

such that the performance remains satisfactory, i.e., satisfies the satisfaction condition. 

Moreover, the most desirable one from the class of satisfactory controls is required. 

Under this requirement, the "optimal satisfactory control" is formulated so that 

maximization of the performance index is carried out by assigning a proper weight 

to the present value of the disturbance and treating the satisfaction condition as an 

inequality constraint. 

In order to synthesize the optimal satisfactory control by applying a game

theoretic method and mathematical programming technique, some fundamental theo

rems are established. Among these is a result which allows us to solve the game 

under inequality constraints by application of Lagrange multipliers. 

2. Formulation of the Problem 

We restrict our attention to the control problem associated with continuous-type 

processes. The following assumptions are made [3] : 

( i ) the optimizing system is designed for normal operation of the process in 

the steady-state, 

( ii) the process is subject to a variety of disturbances; however, the regulating 

control actions are capable of maintaining the process reasonably close to the specified 

steady-state when the desired state is determined by static optimization, 

(iii) the average frequency with which the optimizing controller recalculates a 

new steady-state operating level is low relative to the inditial response speed of the 

process. 

As a result of the above assumptions, the dynamic properties of the process 

response are neglected except with reference to the direct control function. Ac

cordingly, the performance index and process model are assumed to be described by 

the following static relations: 

P(t) =P1(y(t), w(t), u(t)) 

y(t) = /(w(t), u(t)) 

where y(t) is an output vector, w(t) a controllable input vector and u(t) is a dis

turbance input vector. 

The control w(t) will be updated periodically with the period To so that the 

performance index P* is maximized. 

P*= ~~ P1(y(t), w(t), u(t))dt = ~~ P(w(t), u(t))dt. 

The control decision of w(t)=w(nTo), nTo::;;t<(n+l)To, n=O, 1, ···, will be made 
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based on the observation of u(nTo), the disturbance value at t=nT0• Since u(t) is 

subject to random variations over the interval [nTo, (n+1)To), the control decision 

which may be calculated from the static relations 

7J=/(w, u(nTo)) 

max P1(7J, w, u(nTo)) =max P(w, u(nTo)) 
!!]. !!]. 

( 1) 

(2) 

is not generally optimal over the interval [nTo, (n+1)To). Our purpose should rather 

be to determine the control w such that 

~
(n+l)To 

P*(nTo)= P(w, u(t))dt 
nT0 

( 3) 

is maximized. But this is difficult since we do not know about the disturbance u(t), 

nTo ~ t< (n+ 1) To, beforehand. 

In the present work we shall assume the existence of a subset U*(nTo)c U 

(Uis a domain of u) such that u(t)EU*(nTo), VtE[nTo,(n+1)To), and that we can 

assign U*(nTo) to the observation of u(nTo)=u*(nTo). This assumption bounds the 

range of disturbances expected. With To small, this range may be expected to be 

narrow. Then we have the same type of control problem in each interval [nTo, 

(n+1)To), n=O, 1, 2, .... 

Since the decision of the control w(nTo) must apply over the future interval 

[nT0 , (n+1)T0 ) over which the disturbance is generally unknown, it is impossible to 

give the completely optimal control. The best we can expect is to make the per

formance loss as small as possible. In order to obtain a reasonable performance, 

concepts of the game control [4, 5] or of the satisfactory control [1, 2] have been 

proposed. One thing we can say is that if we implement the control policy which 

causes the process to be relatively insensitive to the disturbance level, then we can 

expect a reasonable performance when the disturbance changes are restricted to 

within a certain range. 

It may be assumed that the rate of change of the disturbance level is bounded 

in most process systems. Hence, if the interval To is properly chosen relative to 

the maximum rates of change of the disturbance inputs, it will be reasonable to 

assign a weight to the measured value of the disturbance u*(nTo) in determining 

the derived control w(nTo). 

Now we shall make use of the concept of satisfactory control proposed by 

Mesarovic by requiring that 

( 4) 

for all UE U*(nT0 ), where as( U*(nTo)) is a specified constant corresponding to U*(nT0 ). 

But in addition to this, we shall also require that the performance index be maximum 
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for the particular v~lue u=u*(nTo), i.e., 

max P(w, u*(nTo)) =P(W0
, u*(nTo)) ( 5) 

w. 

subject to Eq. (4). Therefore, our purose is to solve the optimal control under some 

satisfactory condition Eq. (4), giving weight to the measured disturbance u*(nTo). 

Relation (4) is used as a constraint in the optimization procedure, and from Eq. (5) 

it is seen that a large weight is given to u*(n To) for which the maximization of the 

performance is required. 

Fig. 1 illustrates the performance obtained with several arbitrary satisfactory 

controls fulfilling the requirement of Eq. (4). These are compared with the per

formance of the particular control, referred to as "optimal satisfactory control" 

Simple Optimal Control 

I 
I 
I 
I 

Optimal Satisfactory Control 

Satisfactory Control 

rt's - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - L - - - - - - -- -

u* 

~--------------U*------------~ 

Fig. 1. 
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defined by the requirements of Eq. (4), (5). 

For simplicity of notation, we wil denote u*(nTo), U*(nTo) and as( U*(n1 o)) as 

u*. U* and as, respectively, in the following development. 

3. Analysis of the Formulated Problem, Part 1 

The optimal satisfactory control was formulated as 

max P(w, u*)=P(w0
, u*) 

'I1J. 

subject to the "satisfaction condition" 

VuE U*, P(w, u)-as~O. 

( 5) 

( 6) 

We assume that the property uE U* can be expressed as an inequality constraint 

b(u)~Q, for instance (u-u*+ Il.L)(u*+ Il.R-U)~Q, where IJ.L, JlR are constants defining 

bounds of the disturbance set U*. It must be noted that since V is a quantifier, 

Eq. (6) cannot be simply written as 

P(w, u)-as~O 

as the constraints for the maximization of Eq. (5). 

( 7) 

( 8) 

For further analysis, however, let us suppose that u is acting to minimize the 

performance P(w, u) under constraints (7), (8). Then we have the maximization and 

minimization problem which must be considered simultaneously : 

subject to Eq. (7) and (8). 

{

m;x P(w, u*) 

min P(w, u) 
u 

Now let us consider the (artificial) performance index 

J(w. u; r. u*)=rP(w, u*)+(l-r)P(w, u), 

( 9) 

(10) 

(11) 

Using the extended performance index (11) we define the optimal satisfactory control 

as follows again. 

max](w,u; r· u*) 
'I1J. 

subject to VuE U*, P(w, u)-as~O. 

After this, we mean by the optimal satisfactory control a system of (11), (6). In 

order to continue analysis let us consider that w tries to maximize J(w, u; r, u*) and 

y tries to minimize it under constraints (7) and (8). This game theoretic formulation 
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is the most pessimistic case of the satisfactory control. Clearly Eq. (11) implies both 

functions of Eq. (9) and (10). Furthermore by combining two functions into one 

performance index for both w and y, we can apply a Lagrangian formulation and 

synthesize a solution by concave programming techniques. 

The parameter r is a weight factor to y* which can take on any value between 

0 and 1.0. If r is taken close to 1.0, the first term r P(w, y*) has a large weight in 

the performance index ] in comparison to the second term P(w, y). Therefore, 

maximizing ] _with respect to w is almost equivalent to maximizing P(w, y*). Since 

the first term of J does not include y, J is exactly equivalent to P(w, y) as far as 

minimizing with respect to y is concerned. If r is chosen to be 0, we will have the 

usual game whose performance function is P(w, y). If r=l.O, then we have a simple 

maximum problem, i.e., max P(w, y*). 
'!!:! 

Our problem is now restated as follows: To determine the optimal control W 0 

such that the performance index J(w, y; r, y*) is maximized under the satisfaction 

constraint Eq. (6). In order to solve this problem by methods of game theory, we 

will consider that the disturbance y acts to minimize ], thus including the quantifier 

effect. 

4. A Method for Solving Games by Lagrange Multiplier Technique 

In order to analyze and synthesize the formulated problem of the optimal 

satisfactory control applying game theoretic methods, we will develop a Lagrangian 

technique to solve the general game under constraints. 

Problem 1. Let J(w, y) be a performance index (or a pay-off function of the 

game) and let 

( 

g1(w, y)) 
g(w, Y)= g2(~, Y) 2Q 

gk(W, Y) 

(12) 

be inequality constraints. Let us assume that J(w, y) and g(w, u) are continuous 

differentiable functions with respect to w and y. The problem is to find the optimal 

control W 0 and the anti-optimal disturbance y 0 such that 

for any w satisfying g(w, y0)2Q and any u satisfying g(W0
, y)2Q. 

Constraint Qualification 

Let {W0
, Y0

} belong to the boundary of the constraint set of points {w, y} satisfying 

g(w, Y)2Q. Let the inequalities g(w0
, y0)2Q be separated into 
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and 

It will be assumed for each {w0
, y 0

} of the boundary of the constraint set that 

any vector differential dw, dy satisfying the homogeneous linear inequalities 

(13) 

(14) 

is tangent to an arc contained in the constraint set. This assumption is designed to 

rule out singularities on the boundary of the constraint set, such as an outward 
pointing "cusp" [6]. 

THEOREM 1. In order that W0 be the optimal control and y 0 the anti-optimal 

disturbance of Problem I, it is necessary that W 0
, Y0 and some 2,0 satisfy conditions 

where 

o(/Jl ( o o 'o)=O ow w 'y '!J -

(JJI(W, Y, J)=J(w, Y)+JTg(w, Y), 

(JJ2(w, Y, J)=J(w, Y)-JTg(w, Y), 

Proof. Given in Appendix A. 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

REMARK. These theorems on the game under inequality constraints developed 

in this section are an extension of the Kuhn-Tucker Theorems for the simple maxi

mum problem. The result obtained here for the more complicated simultaneous 

maximum-minimum problem may be regarded as a Kuhn-Tucker Theorem for a 

constrained game. But we must consider a system of two Lagrangian functions 

corresponding to the maximization and minimization problems, respectively. This 

makes the difference from the simple constrained maximization problem. The 

technique used for proving the theorems follows that of Kuhn-Tucker [6]. 

Applying Theorem 1 to an ordinary game we have the following problem state

ment. Corollary 1 to Theorem 1 then provides a Lagrange multiplier technique for 

solving the usual game. 

Problem 2. Let us suppose that control domain M and disturbance domain U 
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are expressed as iJ!(W)?:Q and f]2(Y)?:Q, respectively. The performance function 

J(w, Y) and the inequality constraints f!I(w), flz(Y) are continuous differentiable func

tions in w and y. The problem is to find a saddle point solution of the game {w0
, y 0

} 

such that 

min max J(w, y) =max min J(w, y) = ](w0, y0
) (20) 

yE U wEM W-EM yE U 

CoROLLARY 1. In order that {w0
, y 0

} be a saddle point solution of Problem 2, it 

is necessary that 

where 

(}{]Jl ( 0 0 j[O) O 
oln w ' y ' -1 ?: - ' 

(}{]J2 ( 0 0 j[O) O 
~ w ' y ' -2 ?: - ' 
U_2 

()r]J 1 ( 0 0 )[0) '0 0 
~ w ,y ,_1 !11= ' 
U_l 

()r]J2 ( 0 0 '0)'0-0 
~ W,Y,llz!\z- , 
U_2 

f!J1(w, Y, Jl)=J(m, Y)+Jfgl(W), 

f!J2(w, Y, Jz)=J(w, Y)-Jfgz(Y), 

Proof. Given in Appendix B 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

THEOREM 2. In order that {w0
, y 0

} be a solution of Problem 1 it is sufficient that 

( i) w0
, y 0 and some 2°?: Q satisfy conditions (15), (16) and (17) 

(ii) f!J1(W, Y0
, J 0

) be concave in w and W2(w0
, Y, J 0

) be convex in y. 

Proof. Given in Appendix C 

CoROLLARY 2. In order that {w0
, Y0

} be a saddle point solution for Problem 2, it 

is sufficient that 

(i) W 0
, y 0 and some J 0 ?:Q satisfy conditions (21) through (24) and 

(ii) f!J1(w, Y0
, Jn and f!J2(W0

, Y, JV defined by Eq. (25) and (26) be concave in w 
and convex in Y, respectively. 

Problem 3. (A Saddle Value Problem for the Game). 

To find w0
, y 0

, and J0 ?:Q such that 

{

(jJ1(W, yo, JO)~f!JI(Wo, yo, JO)~f!JI(Wo, yo, J) 

$2(Wo' yo' J) ~ f]J2(Wo' yo' JO o ~ (j}2(WO' y, JO) 

(27) 

(28) 

are satisfied simultaneously for all w, y and J?:Q, where f!J1(w, Y, J) and f!J2(w, Y, J) 
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are given by Eq. (18) and (19), respectively. 

REMARK. If {W0, y,0
, 2°} is a solution of a system of saddle value functions </J1 

and f/J2, Eq. (27) and (28) may be expressed as 

{

max min (/Jl(W, U0
, 2)=min max (/Jl(W, U0

, 2) 
m J~O J~O m 

min max f/J2(w0, u, ,u)=max min f/J2(11l, u, ,u) 
1/, t'~Q - t:~Q 1/, -

LEMMA 1. Let (/Jl(W, u, 2) and f/J2(w, u, 2) be continuous differentiable functions 

with respect to w, u and 2. Then the conditions 

(29) 

(30) 

()(/Jl ( 0 0 A_O) O 
()2 w 'u '- 2_' (31) 

are necessary for {W0
, U0

, 2°} to provide a saddle point solution for Problem 3. 

LEMMA 2. In order that m0
, U0 and some 2°2Q provide a saddle point solution 

for Problem 3, it is sufficient that 

( i) Eq. (29), (30) hold and 

(ii) f/J1(W, U0
, 2°) be concave in w, (/JI(W0

, U0
, 2) be convex in 2, f/J2(w0

, u, 2°) be 

convex in u and f/J2(m 0
, U0

, 2) be concave in 2. 

Lemma 1, 2 can be easily proved by the method analogous to Kuhn-Tucker [6]. 

THEOREM 3. Let J(w, u) be concave in w and convex in u as well as continuous 

and differentiable. Let g1(w, u), ·· ·, gk(W, u) be concave in w and u as well as con

tinuous and differentiable. Then {m0
, U0

} is a solution for Problem 1 if and only if 

m0
, u0 and some 2°2Q give a solution of the saddle value problem for f/J1(w, u, 2) and 

f/J2(w, u, 2) defined in Theorem 1. 

Proof. Given in Appendix D. 

Let us now consider a game which has a state vector and equality constraints. 

Problem 4. Let J(y, w, u) be a pay-off function and let 

f(y, w, u)=Q 

g(w, u)zQ 

(32) 

(33) 

be process equations and inequality constraints. Let us assume that ], f, g be con

tinuous differentiable functions with respect to y, w and u and ajjay a nonsingular 
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matrix. We assume there exist pure strategies (a saddle point solution) for m and 

u. Then the problem is to find the optimal control m0 and the anti-optimal dis

turbance y.0 and the corresponding '!l· 

THEOREM 4. In order that {m0
, U0

, 1/} be a saddle point solution of Problem 4, 

it is necessary that 

(34) 

a(/)2 __ (yO %70 UO ,{,0 JO) =0 
au - ' !..!..• ' - ' 'i:' ' -

(35) 

(36) 

p : unrestricted (37) 

a(/)1 ( o o o o 'o) 0 a;: y,m,u,cj,t!t ~-' (38) 

where 

j=1,2. 

This theorem can be proved in the manner analogous to the proof of Theorem 

1 by using Farkas's lemma containing an equality equation also. Here constraint 

qualification corresponding to f(y, m, u)=Q is also assumed in addition to the con

straint qualification on g(m, u)~Q, i.e., there exist differentials dy, dm, du such that 

aj;ay·dy=Q, aj;am·dm=Q, aj;au·du=Q. 

REMARK. It is noticed that Theorem 4 holds only when inequality constraints fl 

does not include 11.. 

5. Duality Theorem for the Game 

We shall define a dual problem of a game as well as a duality theorem of 

nonlinear programming [7]. Let J(m, u) be a concave differentiable function with 

respect to m and a convex differentiable one with respect to u. Let g(m, u) be a 

concave differentiable function with respect to both m and u. Defining Lagrange 

functions 

C/J1(m, u, .d)=J(m, u)+JTg(m, u) 

{[Jz(m, u, f!)=J(m, u)- !!Tt;(m, u) 

let us define a system of problems : 
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( mt[tax J(w, u) 

J min J(w, u) 

( s~bject to f!(t!J, u) ::>: Q 

J~Q 

max [(]>2(!JJ, u, p) =f(w, u)+ p1'g(w, u)] 
!! - - -

aq>2 aJ a9 subject to -::)-(w, u, p)= -::;--(w, u)- pr -T- (w, u)=Q 
uY, - uY, - uY, 

(41) 

(42) 

(43) 

(44) 

( 45. a) 

(45. b) 

(46) 

(47. a) 

(47. b) 

The Duality Theorem: The constraint qualification for the game will be assumed 

from now on. From the Kuhn-Tucker Theorem for the game (Theorem 3) under 

the constraint qualification and the assumptions on ] and g, we can say as follows. 

(The point {w0
, y,0

} is a solution of the primal problem if, and only if {w0
, y,0

} and 

2°~Q constitute a saddle point solution for a pair of Lagrangians (]>1 and (]>2 given by 

Eq. (39) and (40). That is, for any w, u and J~Q, !!~0, a system of 

{

(]>I(!JJ, y,o, JO)~(]>l(Wo, y,o, JO)~(]>l(Wo, y,o, 2)' 

(]>2(Wo, y,o, f!)~(]>2(Wo, y,o, f!o)~(]>2(Wo, U, f!o)' 

is satisfied simultaneously and it becomes that !! = 2°). 

Now our duality theorem for the game is: 

(48) 

(49) 

THEOREM 5 (The Duality Theorem for game). If {W0
, y,0

} is a solution of the 

primal problem, there exists 2°= f! 0 such that {w0
, y,0

, 2°} solves a solution of the dual, 
and the extrema are equal. 

Proof. Given in Appendix E. 

6. Analysis of the Formulated Problem, Part 2 

Let us now return to analysis of the optimal satisfactory control described in 

Section 3. A domain of the feasible w such that the satisfaction condition V y,E U*, 

P(w, u)-a,~O is satisfied is given by 

P(w, h(m))-a,~O (50) 
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where fl(m) is the disturbance minimizing P(m, u) with respect to uE U*. The 

control m satisfying the above equation surely satisfies P(m, u)~as for any uE U*. 

Thus applying Corollary 1 to the performance index (11) and constraints (50) and 

b(u)~Q, we define Lagrangian functions as follows. 

(51) 

(52) 

where J(m, u; r, u*)=rP(m, u*)+(l-r)P(w, u). Then we have the necessary conditions 

for the optimal satisfactory control from Corollary 1 as follows. 

CoROLLARY 3. Suppose that P(m, u) and b(u) are continuous differentiable func

tions in m and u. In order that W0 be an optimal control and U0 be an anti-optimal 

disturbance for the problem of the optimal satisfactory control (it is assumed that 

there exists a saddle Point solution {m0
, U0

} in the sense of the statement in Problem 

1), it is necessary that W0
, U0 and some }.~, J~~Q satisfy the conditions of Eq. (21)'"'"'(24) 

for (Jh and (/)2 defined by Eq. (52) and (52) respectively. 

Discussion: The value u* does not necessarily have to be the observed dis

turbance u*(nTo). It may be better to take some estimated mean value of u(t), 

nTo~t<(n+l)To, based on the observations u(nTo-kT1), k=O, 1, ···, where T1 <To. 

We choose r arbitrary depending on the amount of weight we wish to assign to u*, 

in other words, depending on the importance we attach to the performance in the 

neighborhood of u*. Thus, we may choose r such that max E P(m(r, u), u), where 
T :!f 

m(r, u) is obtained by maximizing J(w, u; r, u*) with respect to m, based on infor-

mation of past disturbances u(t) or the probability distribution of the disturbances 

estimated from the past observations. The proper choice of as is dependent on U*. 

One way to determine as is to use the performance value P(m0(U 0
), U0

) which is the 

minimum value of the optimal performance P(m0(u), u) over all UE U*. The per

formance can never be greater than P(m0(U 0
), u0

) when the worst disturbance U0 

occurs. Therefore, as must be smaller than that value. 

7. Analysis of the Formulated Problem, Part 3, A Heuristic 

In general, it is difficult to solve the problem formulated as a game since 

sufficiently powerful game-solving methods are not available. Therefore, we consider 

a heuristic approach to solve the optimal satisfactory control as an approximation. 

The optimal satisfactory control formulated in Section 3 can be restated as 

max J(m, u; r, u*) 
w.EM* 

where 
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M*={w:P(w,u)2as, VuEU*} 

U*={u: b(u)2Q}. 

Then the saddle point solution {W0
, U0

} is given by 

max minf(w, u; r, u*)=min maxf(w, u; r, u*)=f(W0
, U0

; r, u*). (53) 
wEM* y,EU* y,EU* '!l).EM* 

Let us assume the U* consists of only a finite number of discrete values, 

ul, u2
, ···, uq. Then M* is defined by a set of inequality equations 

i=1,2,···,q. (54) 

Let us consider assigning a weight to each quantum level tti, i=1, 2, ···, q. 

Suppose that we measured the k-th quantum level at nTo, i.e., u*(nT0 )=uk. Then it 

seems reasonable, in practice, to give a relatively large weight to uk; then the weight 

to be assigned to each quantum level will decrease with increasing distance from uk. 

Therefore, our problem may be stated as follows : 

To find the optimal control m0 such that 
q 

2:: P(w, ui)w(ui) (55) 
i=l 

is maximized subject to the satisfaction constraints 

i=1, 2, ... , q (56) 

where w(ui) is a weighting function. The weight factor w(ui) will be replaced by 

the probability distribution if the distribution is known. The optimal satisfactory 

control has a meaning also for stochastic optimization under the satisfaction con

straints. 

This formulated problem can be solved by directly applying the Kuhn-Tucker 

Theorem for the simple maximization problem, since the disturbance is not treated 

here as a variable but as a finite set of constants ui's. Furthermore, we can include 

additional constraints which further limit the control domain, such as f!(W)2Q. 

8. Numerical Example 

Let us consider some numerical example to demonstrate the meaning of the 

optimal satisfactory control and to verify that Theorem 1 can be applied to obtain 

the numerical solution. The process equation and the performance index are given 

as follows: 

y=m-2u 

P1(y, m, u)= -y2 -2m2 +(y-2)m+5u2 

P(m, u)= -2m2 +2m(u-1)+u2 
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where m is the unconstrained control and u is the disturbance. The performance 

P(m, u) is concave in m and convex in u, respectively. Suppose that we have u*=2 

to which the disturbance interval U* = [ -2, 3] is assigned. Then U* can be described 

as U* ={u: 2.52 -(u-0.5)2 ~ 0}. 

The worst disturbance u minimizing P(w, u) with respect to UE U* is given as 

{

-2 2<m 

h(w)= -~, -3~m~2 
3, m<-3. 

Thus, the domain of feasible m satisfying the satisfaction condition is given by 

P(m, u)-rxs= -3m2-2m-rxs~O. 

Let us define 

(/)l(m, u, J.l)=](m, u; r. u*)+J.l( -3m2 -2m-as) 

(/)z(m, u, J.z)=](m, u; r. u*)-J.z(2.52 -(u-0.5)2
). 

Where r is a weight factor and as is a specified constant. From Corollary 3 we 

have the following necessary conditions. 

()(/)1 
- = -2r(m-1)+2(1-r)( -2m+u-1)+J.l( -6m-2)=0 am 

a@2 au =2(1-r)(m+u)-J.z( -2(u-0.5))=0 

CASE I. J.~=O, J.g=O. 

J.1( -3m2 -2m-rxs)=0, 

J.z(2.5 2 -(u-0.5)2)=0, 

(58) 

(59) 

(60) 

(61) 

The saddle point, in this case, is not on the boundary of the constraint equation, 

therefore 

aJ 
- = -2r(2m-1)+2(1-r)( -2m+u-1)=0 am 

aJ au =2(1-r)(m+u)=O 

1-2r 
mo=~-. 

r-3 
(62) 

The minimum performance corresponding to the saddle point of CASE I can be 

calculated from Eq. (57) (62), i.e., 

P(m0 , u0)= (1- 2r)(4r+3) =rxsumrt 
Cr-3)2 
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and this is the maximum P against the worst u when ] is maximized without 

considering the satisfaction constraint. Therefcre CASE I occurs as as<asumit· But 

from -3m2-2m-as~O, it must be that 

-1-1vT~ < oc )< -1+v'~ 
3 _m r - 3 . 

For example when as=0.28, it must be that r<0.2. If r=0.2, for example, m0 =-0.214. 

CASE II. A~::\= 0, Ag = 0. 

This is the case when the saddle point exists on the boundary of the satisfaction 

constraint set. CASE II happens as as~asumit· A set of equations to be solved is 

given: 

-3m2 -2m-as=0 

()(/_)! om = -2r(2m-1)+2(1-r)( -2m+u-1)+2At( -3m-1)=0 

()(/)2 au =2(1-r)(m+u)=O, 

From the first equation 

mo- -1±v'~ 
- 3 ' 

Since At~O, we obtain a condition 

m0 +2 
A!=r--- -1>0 3m0 +1 -

> 3m0 +1 = 3 -1±v'~+1 r- o 2 . 1 6 · m + -1±v1-3as+ 

For example, when as=O it must be that r~0.2, and if r=0.5 for example, it becomes 

that A~= ~ ~0. 

CASE III. A~= 0, Ag ::\= 0. 

This is the case when u0 occurs on the boundary point -2 or 3 of U*. If we 

write it as Ue= -2 or 3 denoting the boundary point, we obtain from Eq. (68) 

m 0 =[r(2-ue)+ue-1]/2 since A~=O. On the other hand since A2~0, we have a con

dition [r(2-ue)+3ue-1]j(ue-0.5)~0. Furthermore substituting the above m 0 into 

-3m2 -2m-as>0 we obtain a condition for r· 

CASE IV. A~::\=0, Ag::\=0. 

This is the case when {m0
, u0

} is on the boundary of both U* and the satisfaction 
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condition. However, if we check the condition A1, A2~0, we can easily see that this 

case can not occur to be a solution of the optimal satisfactory control for the 

specified U* = [ -2, 3]. 

Fig. 2 represents curves of P(m0(r), u), uE U* for various values of r. as the 

solution of the optimal satisfactory control is an inner point of the constraints set. 

Fig. 3 shows curves of P(m0(a8), u), uE U* as m0 occurs on the boundary of satis

faction condition. 

In Fig. 2 and 3, Curve A represents the performance P(m0(u), u) where m is con

trolled to maximize P for each u. Therefore, Curve A represents the best per

formance we can obtain and all other curves of P(m, u) must lie below Curve A. It 

r 
0 

--2 

p 
Curve A: P(m11 (u), u) 

B: P(m11
, u) as r=1 

C: P(m0 ,u)asr=0 

P=-2m2+2m(u-l)+u2 
Case I as<as limit· 

Fig. 2. The Optimal Satisfactory Control 
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p 

..... 

~-------- U*[ -2, 3]---------~ 

I 
P= -2m2+2m(u-l)+u2 

Case II as"2::aslimit· 

Fig. 3. The Optimal Satisfactory Control 

-1.55: 0.459 
I 

I 
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-0.1471 0.067 

0.20 I -0.1225 
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0.303: -0.233 
I 

is natural that P(m0(r ), u) with r=1 coincides at u=u* with max P(m, u*) and smaller 
m 

values of r yield smaller P(m0(r), u*). The optimal control m0 takes on values 

between ~ (corresponding to r=1) and -;
1 

(corresponding to r= 0). When r=O 
(Curve C) we have the original performance index (67) and the usual min-max problem 

for which there exists the saddle point ( m0 = -; 1 
, u0 = ~). Implementing this m0 

is the most conservative solutive of the game, but it is very pessimistic. Empirically 

we may be able to detect more frequent occurance of u arround u*, thus we should 

give a proper weight to u* for practice. By giving more weight to u*, an average 

performance in regions removed from u* is obliged to be small. 
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9. Conclusion 

In this paper, the optimal satisfactory control is formulated as one method of 

decision making under uncertainties based on a small amount of information about 

the uncertainties. The optimal satisfactory control is considered to be carried out in 

the context of a multi-layer approach [3], so that the control value is updated peri

odically by the second layer control function. 

The formulated problem is analyzed by application of game-theoretic method. 

The general method of solving a game which is constrained by inequality equations 

has been developed using Lagrange multiplier technique. We have established several 

theorems which are analogous to the Kuhn-Tucker theorem for a simple maximization 

problem. 

The optimal satisfactory control can be extended to a multi-stage system and 

we shall obtain necessary conditions expressed with Hamiltonian form. 

The approach formulated in this paper may be applied to stochastic optimizing 

control. When we determine the optimizing control algorithm to maximize the 

expected performance with respect to the predicted probability distribution of dis

turbances, our concept is used so that the expected value of the performance is not 

less than the specified constant against the uncertainty of the probability distribution. 

The optimal satisfactory control is one practical approach to decision making 

under uncertainty. Since it is quite general in its formulation, this concept may be 

applied to various engineering problems and be modified depending on the type of 

application. 

Appendix A. Proof of Theorem 1 

It is assumed that there exists a saddle point {W0
, y0

} that is a solution to the 

game, i.e., (optimum, anti-optimum). Let W 0 maximize J(w. y0
) constrained q(w, Y0)2Q 

and y 0 minimize J(W0
, y) constrained q(W0

, y)zQ (subject to the above constraint 

qualification of Eq. (13) and (14)). Then the inequalities 

:~ (W0
, Y

0 )dW::;; 0 (A.1) 

~~ (W0
, Y

0)dyz0 (A. 1) 

must hold for all vector differentials dw satisfying Eq. (13) and 4.u satisfying Eq. 

(14), respectively (see Fig. 4). 
Then applying Farkas' Lemma* to Eq. (13) (A.1) and Eq. (14) (A. 2), respectively, 

* (Farkas' Lemma) An inequality ?!_Tq;:~O holds for all n-vectors :r satisfying a system 

of m inequalities A;E~Q where A is a matrix, only if ??.=AT[ for some m-vector t~Q. 
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we have 

(for some J 10 ~Q) (A. 3) 

aJ a 1 
__ (mo uo)T = ___!}_ (mo uo)T ,ro 
au - ' - au - ' - c 

(for some f/ 0 ~ Q) • (A. 4) 

If {m0
, U0

} is an interior point of the constraint set then ~~ (m0
, u0

), ~~
1 

(m0
, u0

) 

are both null. In this case, the point {m0
, u0

} is obtained from J(m, u) independent of 

the constraints, so :~ (m0
, u0

) = Q, ~~ (m0
, u0

) = Q. Then conditions (15) (16) (17) hold 

for J0 =Q. 

Eq. (A. 3) (A. 4) may be written as 

(for some J0 ~Q) 

(for some 1/~Q) 

by adding zeros as components to 210 and f/ 0 corresponding to non-binding constraints 

in order to form 2° and 1::t Consequently, 

(for some 2° ~ Q) (A. 5) 
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ar/J~ aJ ag __ (mO UO 110) = _ (mO UO) _ ttOT _- (mO UO) = O 
au - · - ' c au - ' - t.. au - ' - - (for some J/ 2:: Q) (A. 6) 

where 

Meanwhile we must have from the original inequality constraint 

(A. 7) 

(A. 8) 

Moreover, 

(A. 9) 

(A. 10) 

As necessary conditions of Problem 1, Eqs. (A. 5) through (A.10) must be satisfied 

simultaneously. It is noticed, however, that Eq. (A. 7) and (A. 8) yield the same 

equation as well as Eq. (A. 9) and (A. 10), since .1 and !:! are Lagrange multipliers 

corresponding to the same constraint g(m, u);:;::: Q. We may consider two special cases 

for the above. If {m0
, u0} is an interior point of the constraint set, i.e., the set g1 is 

empty, Theorem 1 holds for .1° = f/ =Q. On the other hand, if the set g2 is empty, 

that is g(m0
, y, 0)=Q, then Eq. (A. 5) (A. 6) and g(m0

, u 0 )=Q must be solved simul

taneously. There are, in total, (dim m) plus (dim u) plus (dim g) equations for (dim m) 

plus (dim u) plus two times (dim g) variables to be solved. But we can set f:!=J in 

general. The fact that there exists !:! being equal to J is proved as follows: 

Let us consider (~~) = ( d(~)) as one column vector. Since - :~ (m0
, Y

0 )dm?::.0 

and ~~ (m0
, y,0)?::.Q from (A. 1), (A. 2) respectively, we can write 

[ 
a] ( o o) a] ( o o)J(dm) 0 - am m ' u ' au m ' u du ?::. - · (A. 11) 

If we consider the constraint qualification in Mx U, where M and U are the 

control space and the disturbance space, respectively, we must have 

[ agl (mO UO) agl ('IMO UO)J (dm) > 0 
am - ' - ' au u.· ' - du - -

instead of Eq. (13), (14). Eq. (A. 11) must hold for all differentials 

Eq. (A. 12). Therefore, by Farkas' Lemma, 
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for some J10 2Q. By adding zero components to J10
, we have 

The dimension of J is equal to the number of columns of the transposed matrix ( :! , ;~) r, which is the same as the dimension of g(w, u). Eq. (A. 13) may be 

written separately as Eq. (A. 5) and (A. 6) in which !:! is replaced by J. Derivation 

of condition (17) is made in the Mx U space in the manner analogous to derivation 

of Eq. (A. 9), (A. 10). 

Since f:!=J, necessary conditions Eq. (A. 5) through (A. 10) are stated simply as 

Eq. (15) (16) and (17). 

Appendix B. Proof of Corollary 1 

Applying Theorem 1 to Lagrangian functions 

f/Ji(w, u. J)=](w, u)+lfg1(w)+lfg2(u) 

f/J~(w, u, J)=J(w, u)-l{g1(w)-Jfg2Cu) 

we obtain necessary conditions Eq. (21) through (24) corresponding the Eq. (15) through 

(17). Since M and U are separated domains of w and u, respectively, f/J1 and f/J2 are 

equivalently expressed in the simpler forms of Eq. (25) and (26). 

Appendix C. Proof of Theorem 2 

From the statement (ii), we have 

(C. 1) 

(C. 2) 

Following the procedure used by Kuhn and Tucker [6] and applying Eq. (C. 1) (15) 

and (17) in turn, one has that 

(for all w). 

But J0Tg(w, u0)2Q for all w satisfying g(w, U0)2Q. Hence, ](m, U0 )S,](w0
, y 0

) for all 

w satisfying the constraint g(w, U0)2Q. By applying Eq. (C. 2) (16) and (17) in turn, 

(for all u). 
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But -J0Tf1(1JJ0, u):::;;O for all u satisfying g(m0, u)~Q. Hence J(m0, u)~!(m0, U0
) for all 

u satisfying g(m0
, u)~Q. These prove Theorem 2. 

Appendix D. Proof of Theorem 3 

If ](m, u) and g(m, u) are concave with respect to m then f/J1(m, u, J)=J(m, u) 

+JTg(m, u) for J~Q must also be concave with respect to m. Thus, condition (C. 1) 

holds for any m0 and m. If g(m, u) is concave with respect to u, then - g(m, u) is 

convex with respect to u. Since J(m, u) is also convex with respect to u, then for 

any J~Q f/Jz(m, u, J)=J(m, u)-JTg(m, u) must also be convex with respect to u. Thus, 

condition (C. 2) holds for all u0 and u. 
Therefore, Theorems 1 and 2 provide both necessary and sufficient conditions 

that {1JJ0
, U0

} be a solution for Problem 1. 

Since f/J1(m, u, 2) and f/Jz(m, u, 2) are linear with respect to 2, they are both convex 

and concave with respect to 2. Hence, convexity of f/J1 and concavity of f/Jz in 2 are 

satisfied automatically. 

Hence, Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 provide both necessary and sufficient conditions 

that {1JJ0
, U0

, 2°} gives a solution for the saddle value problem. This completes the 

proof. 

Appendix E. Proof of Theorem 5 

f/J1(m, u, J) is concave in m for any 2~0: 

af/Jl 
f/J1(?., u, 2)-f/JI(m, u, 2):::;; am (m, u, 2)(?.-m). 

Now ~~ (m, u, J)=Q for any {m, u, 2} satisfying Eq. (45. a, b), so that if {m\ u, 2} and 

{1JJ2
, u, 2} both satisfs Eq. (7. a, b) we have both f/J1(m\ u, 2)-f/JI(1JJ2

, u, 2)~0 and the 

reverse inequality, whence f/J1(1JJ1, u, 2) =f/Jz(m2, u, 2). In other words, C/J1(m, u, 2) is 

independent of u for {m, u, 2} satisfying ( 45. a, b). 

Consequently, for fixed u=u0 

f/JI(1JJ0
, U0

, 2°)=min {f/JI(1JJ0
, U0

, 2)!2~Q} 
.4 

:::;;min {f/JI(1JJ0
, U0

, 2)!{m0
, U0

, 2} satisfying (45. a, b)} 
.4 

=min {C/J1(m, U0
, 2)!{m, U0

, 2} satisfying (45. a, b)} 
.4 

so that f/J1(1JJ0
, U0

, 2°) is the minimal objective value of f/J1(m, u0
, 2) for the dual problem 

(44) (45). 

Next we can say 
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r 
q;1(wo, yo, Jo)=J(wo, yo)+ 2: ).~gi(Wo, yo)=J(wo, yo) 

i=l 

because each J.~gi(W0 , y 0
) = 0 ; if this last statement did not hold, we would have ).~ > 0, 

gi(W0, y 0)>0 for some i, and then $I(W0
, y 0

, J0
) could be increased by increasing ).~, in 

contradiction to the saddle point property that {W0
, J0

} is a saddle point of Eq. (49) 

(given y 0
). 

Therefore, given y 0 a solution to the dual problem (44) (45) agrees with a solution 

of the primal J(w0
, y 0

). 

On the other hand, $2(w, Y, f:!) is convex in y for any /:!~Q. Therefore, by the 

manner analogous to the above discussion, $2(W0
, y 0

, l) is the maximal objective 

value of $I(W0
, y, f:!) for the dual problem (46) (47) for fixed w=w0

• Furthermore 

r 
q;2(wo, yo, p.o)=J(wo, yo)- 2: p.~gi(Wo, yo)=f(wo, yo). 

- i=l 

But by the Kuhn-Tucker Theorem for the game there exists f:!0 ==.J0 such that if 

{W0
, y 0

} solves the primal problem, the system of (48) and (49) is satisfied simultane

ously. Therefore, if {W0
, y 0

} solves the primal, there exists J0 = 1:!0 such that {W0
, y 0

, J0
} 

solves the dual consisting of a system of (44) (45) and (46) (47) and both extrema are 

equal. 
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